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Abstract
Solar wind electrons, especially under conditions of relatively low speed flow, often
can be represented as two bi-Maxwellian components, a cooler more dense core (denoted
by the subscript c ) and a hotter more tenuous halo. Solar wind observations from Ulysses
between 1.5 and 2 AU further indicate that thep for electron core temperatures parallel to
the background magnetic field, ,811c, has a distinct lower bound near 0.1. To seek the cause
of this possible constraint, this manuscript

linear dispersion equation

uses numerical solutions of the full Vlasov

for four heat flux instabilities under a core/halo model with

parameters representative of the solar wind near 1 AU. In this model the whistler heat
flux instability is the growing mode of lowest threshold at most observed values of $ 1 1 ~ .

As ,811, is decreased, however, the growth of this mode is reduced, so that at sufficiently
small values of this parameter the Alfvkn heat flux instability or the electron/ion acoustic
instability becomes the fastest growing mode. The criticalconditioncorresponding

to

this transition is calculated as a function of TIIc/Tp(where Tp is the proton temperature)
and approximately corresponds to the

observed constraint at /311c

N

0.1. The A1fvi.n and

ion acoustic instabilities both resonate with core electrons; this manuscript proposes
hypothesis that core heating by these two modes at the critical condition establishes
lower bound on

PII,.
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Introduction
Newbury et al. [1998] analyzed data from solar wind spacecraft ISEE-3 and Ulysses
to demonstrate that there is a clear lower bound in the electron temperature T, as plotted
versus the proton temperature T p ,corresponding to the condition

where repand Teoare fitting parameters which change with solar wind conditions. Their
analysis of ISEE-3 data from near 1 AU indicates an overall lower bound at T,,

N

4 eV,

but a slope of Equation (l),rep,ranging from 0.47 for slow speed solar wind to 0.23 for the
high speed wind. Data analysis from ISEE-3 by Richardson e t al. [1997] indicates

rep N

1

in plasmas of coronal mass ejections.
If the constraint represented by Equation (1) is imposed by small-scale processes in
the collisionless solar wind, those processes should be described by the Vlasov equation.
Because solutions to the Vlasov equation can be completely expressed in terms of dimensionless variables, such variables should be used in searches for the consequences of plasma
microprocesses. For purposes of illustration, let us assume that the electron density ne and
the magnitudeof the background magnetic field Bo have much smaller variations than T , .
Then Equation (1) can be written

which represents two lower bounds:
Pe

2 Peo

and

where

Pe

8.rrnek~Te/B&7
and where

Peo corresponds to

T,,, theintercept of Equation

(1).

The data analyses of Newbury e t al. [1998] and Richardson et al. [1997] considered
only an overall electron temperature. However, in the undisturbed low latitude solar wind
near 1 AU at flow speeds of about 500 km/sec or less, the electron velocity distribution
is frequently well represented as two components, a more dense, cooler core (denoted by

subscript c ) and a hotter, more tenuous halo (subscript h ) [Feldman et al., 19751. Each of

these components is approximately described by a hi-Maxwellian distribution; the average
velocities of each component are such that there is zero net charge and zero net current
but there is a net heat flus qe pointing along Bo and away from the sun. Similarly, in the
low speed solar wind the proton distribution is typically observed to be Maswellian-like.
In contrast, at higher flow speeds a third electron component, the "strahl," appears, and
proton beams frequently arise

[Feldman et al., 1974; M a r ~ c h ,19911. The analyses, both

theoretical and observational, presented here are
based on the core/halo electron and
single
Maxwellian proton model distribution models of the slow speed wind. In this model the
dimensionless parameters which characterize the densities and thermal properties of the
solar wind electron components are &, nh/n,, qlh/Tllc,T _ ~ h / T l l hT, _ L ~ / ?and
~ ~q e, / q m a z
(See the Appendix for definitions of the various quantities and symbols.).

To test the possibility that solar wind observations may exhibit constraints on dimensionless, as well as dimensional, parameters, we examined data from the Ulysses mission,
using observations made with the Los Alamos solar wind ion and electron SWOOPS spectrometers [ B a m e e t al., 19921. Specifially, we considered data gathered during January
1991, when Ulysses travelled from 1.59 AU to 1.93 AU in the ecliptic plane. During this
month, the solar wind flow speed was observed to range between 290 and 445 km/s; in
other words, no high speed streams were observed.
We used the Ulysses three-dimensional electron data set, utilizing parameters derived from bi-Maxwellian fits to both the core and halo velocity distributions. This data
set includes the corrections for spacecraft potential developed and described by S c i m e e t
al. [1994a]. Even with such corrections, we found some intervals during which the total
electron and proton densities were significantly different; the likely sources of this discrepancy are the difficulty in distinguishing between photoelectrons from

the spacecraft and

core electrons of similarly low energy and theassociated problem of accurately determining
the spacecraft potential. To exclude data with large density differences, we included only
points meeting the criterion In, - npI/np < 0.5. Application of this criterion excluded 12%
of the 779 points which constitute the three-dimensional data set for January 1991.
S c i m e e t al. [1994a] has demonstrated that the

SWOOPS instrument can measure

~ , Malcsimovic e t nl. [1995]
accuratelyelectron core densities assmall as 0.02 ~ m - and
has shown that the same instrument can determine electron core temperatures a.ccurately
down to at least 4 eV. With these values, j 1 l c _< 0.1 corresponds to Bo 2 3 nT, which values
w e routinely nleasured by the Ulysses magnetometer. Therefore. Llysses instrumentation
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is fully capable of measuring relatively low values of the core

data points we found only a single point which satisfied

p.

However, from our 685

/?,I, 5 0.1. This is illustrated in

Figure 1 which plots the halo temperature anisotropy as a function of the core parallel

p.

The T _ ~ h / q l his plotted here as a representative dimensionless parameter; plots of other
such parameters would show the same

&I,
distribution. This absence

of observations at

low values of this parameter resembles a similar absence of observations of large
values in both the magnetosheath

T~~/ql~

[Anderson and Fuselier, 1993; Anderson e t al., 1994;

Fuselier e t al., 19941 and the outer magnetosphere [Gary et al., 19951. This latter effect has

been explained as an upper bound on the proton temperature anisotropywhich is imposed
by wave-particle scattering by the electromagnetic proton cyclotron anisotropy instability
[Gary e t al., 1994al. To determine whether another wave-particle effectis bounding

&,

in the solar wind, we here consider heat flux instabilities as potential sources of electron
heating when

,&,becomes sufficiently small.

An electron heat flux in a plasma correspondsto ananisotropy of the electron velocity
distribution and, as such, bears free energy, that is, the capability to drive relatively short
wavelength microinstabilities.Suchinstabilities

lead to the growth

of enhancedshort

wavelength field fluctuations; these fluctuations scatter plasma particles, acting to reduce
the driving anisotropy and
thereby limiting q e . If we consider a sufficiently broad domain of
parameters, there areseveral different such instabilities which may grow in the solar wind;
in the core/halo model there are at least the whistler, magnetosonic, and Alfv6n heat flux
and electron/ion acoustic instabilities [Gary, 19931. Each of these growing modes has its
own peculiar dispersion properties and itsown distinguishing wave-particle interactions; in
each case the enhanced fluctuations
act to limit the heat flux in a different way. So although
each instability may impose an upper bound on q e , each also may provide constraints on
other plasma parameters at the same time.
Assumptions and Procedure

We begin with two general assumptions. Our first is that the constraints on dimensionless plasma parameters observed in the solar wind are due to the action of microinstabilities; that is, relatively short wavelength ( k n , 2 0.1 where k is the wavenumber and
a p is the proton gyroradius) growing modes in the plasma which lead to enhanced fluctu-

ations which, in turn, scatter the electrons and ions. Our second assumption is that such
constraints correspond to the threshold conditions of one or more microinstabilities.
4

We then make a series of more specific assumptions which underlie the detailed talculations to follow. We assume that, among the many different types of anisotropies which
may excite microinstabilities in the solar wind, the heat flux carried by the electrons is
the primary source of free energy for growth of field fluctuations which determine the constraint of interest here. We assume that the core/halo description established by F e l d m a n
e t al. [1975] is an appropriate model for electrons in the low speed solar wind.

Further

we assume that the relative core/halo average drift speed v, can vary rapidly so that the

associated electron heat flux also exhibits relatively fast, relatively large fluctuations.
Then from the first assumption it follows that constraints such as Equation ( 3 ) and
Equation (4) are due toelectron heating, because the wave-particle scattering due to such
instabilities is a stochastic process which leads to an increase rather than a decrease of
any species temperature. The last assumption above implies that, on a fast time scale, the
heat flux will become large enough to locally excite the fastest growing mode; this in turn
implies that the maximum growth rate is an appropriate quantity to measure the efficacy
of the various instabilities.
Using all these assumptions,

we have studied how the maximum growth rates of

various heat flux instabilities respond to gradualchanges in the core parallel

p, specifically

seeking transitions from conditions favoring the growth of one instability to conditions
more favorable for growth of another mode. We have found such a transition, quantified it
and compared it against
solar wind observations to show that such a transition corresponds
to the observed constraint.

Heat Flux Instabilities: Linear Theory
We use the F e l d m a n e t al. [1975] model of bi-Maxwellian distributions to model
both the core and halo electron components. We ignore heavy ions and assume that the
solar wind protons may be represented as a single isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution, so that Tilp = TLp = Tp and proton thermal properties are represented by a single
We assume quasineutrality, so that ne = n,
dimensionless parameter, T~~c/T’.

+ n h = np.

Table 1 presents the dimensionless parameter values used in Gary et al. [1975, 1994bl;
unless otherwise stated, these are the parameters used throughout our linear calculations.
Except for the core and halo temperature anisotropies [e.g., Phillips et al., 19951, these
parameters represent average solar wind parameters near 1 AU. Because average dimensionless parameters vary relatively weakly with distance from the sun [e.g., Table2 of Gary
et al., 1994b], our theoretical results derived from the parameters of Table 1 should also

5

Table 1. Parameter model from Gary et al. [1975]
Parameter
Protons

Core Electrons Electrons
Halo
111836

111836

-1.0

-1.0

1- n h / n e
2.0

0.05
12.0

1.0

1.0

be approximately valid for our comparison against the Ulysses data set gathered from 1.59

AU to 1.93 AU.
We first consider the three electromagnetic growing modes which G a r y e t al. [1975a,
b] identifiedas the most likely to be excited by an electronheat

flux near 1 AU: the

whistler, the magnetosonic, and the Alfvdn heat flux instabilities.
The whistler heat flux instability is a relatively high frequency

(Wr

> > O p ) , short

wavelength ( k c / w p >> 1) mode with maximum growthrate at k x Bo = 0 and which propagates in thedirection of the heat flux (i.e. wr and

woh

have the same sign). Representative

dispersion properties of this mode are illustrated in Fig. 8.8 of G a r y [1993]; the dispersion

(2 2

properties of the instability correspond to a cyclotron resonant halo
weakly resonant core (4

2

1cZ1) and nonresonant protons

(1 <<

/<;I

r;

3), a

<[.)I:

The nonresonant character of the protons implies that the properties of the whistler
heat flux instability are essentially independent

of variations in TlC/Tpand

mensionless parameters involving only electron properties are

,Bp

if all di-

held constant. Numerical

solutions of the linear Vlasov equation dispersion equation show that this is indeed true.
On the other hand, the resonant properties of the halo suggest that the properties of this
instability vary strongly with the dimensionless parameters

qlh/Tllc,

T _ ~ h / q l hand
,
$11,.

The Alfvdn heat flux instability [e.g.,Forslund, 19701 propagates at w ,
1 and with k at a relatively large angle(0

N

<

a,, k c / w p <

80’) relative to Bo. A representative dispersion

plot is illustrated in Fig. 1 of G a r y e t al. [1975a]. The oblique character of this instability

-

implies that it can sustain both Landauand cyclotron resonances. Representative solutions
of the linear Vlasov dispersionequationforthismode

1; 0

< I C c [ < < 1 and

> > 1; as well as

lChl

6

yield
N

1and

ICp/ 2

3,

3, and

>>

> > 1. Thusthestrongest

wave-particle interxtion of the A41fvi.nheat flux instability is the Landau resonance with
the electron core.

Fig. 3 of Gary et al. [1975b] compares the threshold conditions of these three modes,
showing that the whistler heat flux instability has

the lowest threshold among the three

1 AU, 0.10 < ,Bp 5 1.0 and 1 5 ql,/Tp 5 4. This result
suggests that the whistler is an important mechanism for the limitation of the heat flux in

for representative conditions at

the solar wind near 1 AU, and has led to several detailed studies of this mode [e.g., G a r y
and Feldman, 1977; Dum e t al., 1980; G a r y e t al., 1994131. However, our concern here is
with relatively low values of core electron

p , so it

is necessary to compare the properties

of the three electromagnetic heat flux instabilities over a broader range of qlc/Tpvalues
and

pll,

_< 0.10.

Figure 2 compares the maximum growth rates of these three growing modes as a
function of the dimensionless electron heatflux for three different values of
dimensionless variables as given in Table 1. At

&,2

PI,,with all other

0.2, the whistler instability is clearly

the dominant growing mode with both the lowest threshold value of the dimensionless heat
'.

.

flux and the fastest growth rate.As

PI,,is decreased, however, this instability becomes less

important: its threshold value of qe/qmaz increases, the y m / S l p for a given dimensionless
heat flux decreases, and the overall maximum growth rate for all values of q e / q m a z also
decreases. For these parameters the magnetosonic heat flux instability is not competitive:
both ym/Rp and ymm/Slpgenerally decrease with a decrease in &I,. The Alfv6n heat flux
instability also suffers an increasing threshold and decreasing
parallel

p . However, the AlfvCn

-ym / Q p

with decreasing core

mode does not exhibit an overall maximum growth rate

ymm; rather, for the domain of qe/qmaz considered here, ym/Rp increases monotonically

withincreasingheatflux.

So at sufficientlysmall jll,, the Alfven heat flux instability

becomes the dominant mode in the sense that it attains the lowest heat flux threshold as
well as the largest overall growth rate.

A fourth mode which can be unstable in the core/halo model of solar wind electrons
7

is the electron/ion acoustic instability. This mode has

been studied under various solar

wind conditions[e.g., Forslund, 1970; Gary, 19iS; Dum e t al., 19801; itspropertiesare
summarizedin
w,

Section 3.2.1 of Gary [1993]. Thiselectrostaticmodepropagateswith

< w p and wavenumbers which scale as the inverse of the electron Debye length. Its

maximum growth rate arises at k

X

Bo = 0; in that direction of propagation its properties

are independent of the magnetic field and the Landau

0, and 0

N

<

lchl

resonant factors satisfy

I(,/

> 2,

< 2.

For the dimensionless parameters of Table 1, the electron/ion acoustic instability

-

has a much higher heat flux threshold than its whistler counterpart [e.g., Fig. 4 of Gary,

19781, and it does notcompetewith

the whistlerinplasmaswith

TI,

Tp. However,

if one chooses to fix ,811, and raise qlc/Tp,the ion acousticthresholdcan

drop below

that of the whistler. This is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows the dimensionless heat
flux at threshold as a function of both ,811, and ql,/Tp. The whistler instability has the
lowest heat flux threshold among all these instabilities for sufficiently large &.

As this

parameter decreases, its threshold increases, allowing the electron/ion acoustic instability
or the Alfvkn heat flux instability to assume the propertyof lowest threshold.

The points at which the Alfvbn and ion acoustic threshold curves cross the whistler
threshold curve on Figure

3 map to curves in ?lc/Tp versus

,&I,
space;

the results are

plotted as the light dashed and dotted lines in Figure 4. For a sufficiently large value of
q,/q,,,,

there is some heat flux instability which can operate over the entire parameter

range illustrated here. Each curve in Figure 4 corresponds to a critical condition on
which separates the parametric domain on which the whistler instability has the

,811,

lowest

threshold (right) from thedomains of the electron/ion acoustic instability (upper left) and
the Alfvh heat flux instability (lower left).
Thus far our linear theory has
under the assumption that other

considered variations in f l l l c , Tllc/Tp,and q e / q m a z 7

dimensionless parameters are as given in Table 1. Of

course, solar wind observationsshow that all of the electron parameters involving densities
and temperatures also exhibit variations [e.g., Phillips e t al., 19891. A full theoretical and
observational study of each of these variations is beyond the scope of this manuscript;
we here indicate the

consequences of an increase in the halo temperature anisotropy. a

parameter to which the whistler heat flux instability is especially sensitive.
Solar wind observations show that the

haloelectronsnear

1 AU are notusually

isotropic, but often exhibit T l h / q l h < 1. This anisotropy raises the threshold heat flus of

8

the whistler instability,so that if this condition were incorporated into the resultsof Figure

3 the whistler threshold curve would move to the right and upward. The threshold of the
electron/ion acoustic instability is independent of the halo anisotropy, and the A1fvi.n heat
flux instability growth rate is almost independent of T _ ~ h / q l h[See Fig. 6 of Gary e t al.,
19751. Making the assumption that these latter two instabilities are indeed independent
of the halo anisotropy, we choose T l h / T j l h

thresholds to obtain

= 0:90 and recalculate

new critical conditions bounding

the whistler inshbility

the domains of lowest threshold.

These are illustrated as thethicker dotted and dashed lines in Figure 4. This result shows
that, for sufficiently low j 1 l c , the AlfvCn heat flux instability has the lowest threshold over

0.10 5

qlc/T'

5 10.0. We may approximate this critical condition as

We have also carried out a similar calculation for the case T _ L ~ / =
T J0.95;
~ this yields a
critical condition for the transition from the whistler instability to the Alfvh instability
in the form

5 PJJ,5 0.15

?I c = 540
0.04

TP

(6)

Interpretation
The strongestwave-particle interaction of the whistler heat flux instability is through
the cyclotron resonance with the halo. This yields a pitch-angle scattering which is most
effective at reducing T ' h / q l h

and the heat flux, but which affects the core temperature

relatively weakly [Gary and Feldman, 19771. In contrast, both the electron/ion acoustic
and AlfvCn heat flux instabilities have the strongest wave-particle interaction through a
Landau resonance with the core (i.e.,

I(,[

enhanced fluctuating fields are to heat the

-

0); this implies that the primary roles of the
core as well astoreduce

the heat flux. In

other words, for ,811, values less than the critical conditions shown in Figure 4, both the
electron/ion acoustic and AlfvCn modes should act to increase both

f$,and qlC/Tpuntil

the cQndition for excitation of the whistler heat flux instability is satisfied, at which point
core heating ceases. The result of this activity would be to leavefew, if any, observed
conditions to the left of the appropriate curve in Figure
condition on

&,should represent a

4. So the appropriate critical

lower bound for the parallel core ,f3.

Data from Ulysses high resolution observations duringJanuary 1991, shortly after the
start of the mission, are plotted as individual points in Figure 5. The electron parameters
9

are obtained from fits of three-dimensional observations to drifting bi-Maxwellian models
for the core and halo. Here Tp is the T,, or radial component of the proton temperature

tensor, which is the best resolved component of that species in the Ulysses observa t'ions.
For comparison the theoretical critical conditions corresponding

to T ~ h / T l r h= 0.90 and

0.95 are also plotted. Other plots of Ulysses hourly averaged data at solar wind speeds less
than 500 km/s from the early, in-ecliptic phase of the mission show similar results: for all
months sampled in 1991, a line lying somewhere between Equation (5) and Equation (6)

p. So we regard these equations as defining
the lower bound on &,for this data set. In addition we regard

provides a good lower bound for the electron
the approximate range of

the comparison shown in Figure 5 as a plausibility argument in support of our hypothesis
that electron heating by the Alfvkn heat flux instability imposes a lower bound on

&,in

the solar wind.

Newbury e t al. [1998] report observation of enhanced whistler-like fluctuations during
periods when the electron temperature is near its lower bound. This result may be taken
as evidence in favor of our hypothesis (electron core heating drives the plasma toward
conditions which favor growth of the whistler heat flux instability). But further research
on this question seems appropriate.

Conclusions
We have used linear Vlasov dispersion theory to examine the maximum growth rates
and threshold conditions of four instabilities driven by an electron heat flux with parameters similar to the average values observed near 1 AU. We confirm the well-known result
that the whistler heat flux has the lowest threshold at

p,l, 5

2 0.1. However, we find that at

0.1, the mode of lowest threshold becomes either the AlfvCn heat flux instability or

the electron/ion acoustic instability. We note that the latter two modes are strongly Landau resonant with the core electrons, and hypothesize that, if this resonance corresponds
to strong electron heating, the transition to growthof these latter instabilities represents
a lower bound for $11,

in the solar wind near 1 AU. The critical condition representing the

transition from theAlfvdn instability to thewhistler instability has been compared against
data from Ulysses over 1.5 AU

< R < 2 AU, shows fair agreement with observations, and

thereby provides a plausibility argument in support of our hypothesis.
Our conclusions and our hypothesis concerning the lower bound on

&,should be

tested through further linear theory, by fully nonlinear computer simulations and through
more detailed analysis

of solar wind electron and proton observations. We are unaware
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of anysimulation research concerning the threeelectromagneticheat

flux instabilities.

A comparative study of these instabilities will require the use of a full electron/proton
particle code, because the TII,/T’ dependence of the lower bound requires that ion heating,
as well as electron core heating, be allowed. Such a simulation study would also provide

information about the elusive dissipation mechanism which transfers energy from the solar
wind heat flux to the core electrons [Scime e t al., 1994b] and which cannot be attributed
to the whistler heat flux instability.

For each specific choiceof parameter values, as in Table 1, theory yield:
for the critical condition, as Equation

1

specific form

(5) or Equation (6). However, every dimensionless

plasma parameter observed by Ulysses exhibits substantial fluctuations in value, so that
for any statistical solar wind data set, there should be a range of critical conditions. The
observed lower bound on

&,then

will correspond approximately to the lowest value of

this parameter over this range. The January 1991 observations should be reexamined so
that a more appropriate version of Table 1 may be constructed involving both average
values and ranges of likely variations for each dimensionless variable. With an improved
version of Table 1, linear theory may

then be revisited to construct a broader range

of

critical conditions, from which a more accurate lower bound may be constructed for the
given data set. And, of course, it would also be useful to consider in detail larger data sets
from Ulysses as well as from the relatively new ACE spacecraft.
The numerical results presented as Figures 2 through 4 are based on the parameters
of Table 1. But our conclusion that there is an instability transition at sufficiently low
and our hypothesis that this transition

corresponds to a lower bound on this parameter

are applicable to many collisionless plasmas which bearheat

hypothesis is valid,

pll,

fluxes. Therefore, if our

&,should have a lower bound not only near 1 AU but throughout the

solar wind and in any relatively homogeneous, collisionless plasma in which a core/halo
electron distribution carries a heat flux. We recommend that Ulysses and Helios data be
used to determine the lower bound on &,as a functionof R, the distance from the sun, and
that linear theory and computer simulations be used to predict or verify this functionality.
Although Gary e t al. [1994b]predict that the threshold of the whistler heat flux instability
increases as R increases, it is necessary to determine how the thresholds of the other heat
flux instabilities respond to changes in R before one can predict how the lower bound on

811, may respond.
Although we have found a constraint on

11

&,which is similar to Equation (3), our

research has not yet yielded a bound on an electron/proton temperature ratio similar
Equation (4). If such a constraint

to

isclue to wave-particle scattering, it is likely that it

would be due to an instability which attains a large growth rate and heats electrons as an
electron/proton temperature ratio decreases. However, with the exception of the whistler,
all the heat flux instabilities studied herehave growth rates which increase with increasing

?I~/T’. Thus heat flux instabilities appear unlikely to account for the observed bound
corresponding to Equation (4).
Two other sources of free energy in the solar wind are the frequently observed proton
beams and relative streaming between the proton and alpha particle

components which

can give rise to a variety of ion/ion instabilities [ M o n t g o m e r y e t al., 1975, 1976; G a r y , 19781
which may contribute to Equation (4). The primary action of wave-particle scattering by
these modes should be to reduce the relative streaming of the ion components, thereby
reducing the apparent proton temperature.However, likethe heatflux instabilities, ion/ion
instabilities have growth rates
which are either independentof T e / T p or which increase with
this parameter, and are notlikely to operate atT e << Tp,where Equation (4)is observed.
To test this possibility, observations at relatively low values of electron/proton temperature
ratios should be examined for a correlation with proton beams or a relatively large value
of the proton/alpha relative streaming speed. Such a study would also provide additional

information about the observed values of Tp which we here have assumed to have been
obtained from thermal, Maxwellian-like distributions.
Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions, although rare in the solar wind, act
to reduce the temperat.ure .difference between the two species, and may contribute to a
lower bound on an electron/proton temperature ratio.

However, Newbury et ai. 119981

found that plasma densities are relatively low for those points which lie near the bound
represented by Equation (l),reducing the likelihood that the effect is due to collisions.
Collisionless shocks typically heat ions more strongly than electrons [e.g., Thomven
et al., 19851. Equation (4) may represent the maximum heating of protons by such shocks,
under the assumption that

Coulomb collisions and other processes subsequently act to

increase Te/Tp.To test this possibility, solar wind observations at relatively low values
of electron/proton temperature ratios

should be examined

for a correlation with

shock

passages.

Appendix:Definitions
We use the subscripts

11 and I to denote directions relative
12

to Bo, the background

magnetic field. The average drift velocity of the j t h component parallel to B, is denoted
by v,j, and the relative core/halo average drift velocity is v ,
the parallel ,8 of the j th component or species to be

Pllj

=

v,, - v , h .

= 8nnj kBqlj/Bz.

dimensionless measure of the temperature of the j th component is

,&E

We define

A useful
8nnp kBqlj/B,2.

We also define the cyclotron frequency of the j t h species, 0; E ejB,/mjc, the thermal
speed of the j th species or component, v;
species, wj

+xnje:/mj,

E

d w ,the plasma frequency of the j th

and 6 , the angle between the wavevector k and Bo. If both

the halo and core are described in terms of drifting bi-Maxwellian distributions, the heat
flux is

We define the heat flux normalization factor as qmal

E

3men,vz/2.

The character of the wave-particle interaction between a mode and a particle component or species is determined by the resonant factors which appear as arguments of the
plasma dispersion function in the linear Vlasov equation [e.g., Gary, 19931. The Landau
resonant factor is
Cj f

w

-k .v o j
J z k 11 vj

and the cyclotron resonant factor is

= w -k

f Cj

v0j f
JZkll vj

Small or intermediate values of these factors

(IC1 <

0 j

3) correspond to a resonant wave-

particle interaction, whereas relatively large values such as

> 5 imply that the corre-

sponding wave-particle interaction is nonresonant or fluid-like.

If we fix all plasma physical dimensionless parameters, and solve the linear Vlasov
dispersion equation for all values of wavenumber k and propagation angle6 , we denote the
resulting maximum growth rate as ym. Ifwe perform this same exercise many times for
a wide domain of qe/qmaz, and it turns out that

a particular instability yields a relative

maximum value of the maximumgrowth rate on this domain,we denote this by the symbol
y m m and term this the

"overall maximum growth rate."

The whistler and magnetosonic

heat flux instabilities exhibit overall maximum growth rates (see Fig. 8.10 of Gary [1993]
heat flux and electron/ion acoustic
and Fig. 3 of Gary et al. [1975a]), whereas the A41fv&n
instabilities have dimensionless maximum growth rates which monotonically increase with
increasing qe/qmaz (see Fig. 3 of Gary e t al. [1975a] and Fig. 3.6 of Gary [1993]).
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Observational results: Electron halo

temperature anisotropies as functions

of the core parallel ,O from Ulysses high resolution observations during January 1991. Here
and in Figure 5 electron parameters are obtained from fits to three-dimensional velocity
distributions using drifting bi-Maxwellian models for the core and halo.

Figure 2. Linear Vlasov theoryresults:

The maximumgrowth

rate for threeheat

flux instabilities as a function of the dimensionless electron heat flux for three different
values of &lC with all other dimensionless parameters as given in Table 1. The numbers
labeling each curve represent the corresponding values of , 8 1 1 ~ . The solid lines represent the
magnetosonic heat flux instability; the regular dashed lines represent the AlfvCn heat flux
instability; and the long dash-short dashed
lines represent the whistler heat flux instability.

At j,,, = 0.05, the magnetosonic heat flux instability has a very weak growth rate such
that Y~ < 3 x 10-5S2,.
Figure 3. Linear Vlasov theoryresults:
threshold of ym

=

The dimensionless heat flux at instability

10-3S1, for three different instabilitiesasafunction
16

of ,&ic.

A11 di-

mensionless parameters are as given in Table 1 except for the values of qlc/T, a.nd the
fixed value

q l h / q l c = 6.

The corresponding values of qlC/Tpare indicated; the threshold

condition of the whistler heat flux instability is independent of this temperature ratio.
The dotted lines represent the electron/ion acoustic instability; the regular dashed

lines

represent the Alfvkn heat flux instability; and the long dash-short dashed line represents
the whistler heat flux instability.

Figure 4. Linear Vlasov theoryresults:
instabilities in TllC/Tpversus

The domains of lowest threshold for three

PI,, space. The dashed lines represent the transition from the

Alfvdn heat flux instability (left) to the whistler heat
flux instability (right); the dotted lines
represent the transitionfrom the domain of the electron/ion acoustic instability (upper left)
to the whistler heat flux instability (lower right). The light dashed and light dotted lines
correspond to the conditions of Table 1 (e.g., Figure 3), whereas the heavier dashed and
dotted lines correspond to the conditions of Table 1 except that T l h / q l h

= 0.90.

Figure 5. Observational results: Core electron/proton temperature ratios as functions
of the parallel core /3 from Ulysses high resolution observations during January 1991. The
solid and dashed lines represents

the theoretical conditions, Equation (5)

(6), as derived under the conditions of Table 1 with T l h / T l l h
respectively.
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and Equation

= 0.90 and T l h / T j l h = 0.95,
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